Time: MWF 1:30 HH 227
Office: HH 223, ex 3743  email jsnorth@uwaterloo.ca

Purpose: to study the novels and essays of the major writers of Victorian Britain.

Texts: Dickens, Hard Times
Collins, The Moonstone
Eliot, Silas Marner
Bronte, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall

Ruskin, Unto This Last
Newman, The Idea of a University
Mill, On Liberty
Carlyle, On Heroes
Arnold, Culture and Anarchy

Assignments 25 Jan  Essay 1  20 marks
15 Feb  Mid-term  20
22 Mar  Essay 2  25
Apr  Exam  35
       100

Schedule

Jan 04  Introduction
  07  Hard Times
  18  On Liberty
  25  The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
Feb 04  Culture and Anarchy
Mar 08  The Moonstone
  13  The Idea of a University
  20  Silas Marner
Mar 27  Unto This Last